Coronary artery disease is one of the leading causes of death globally. The hallmark of this disease is the occurrence of stenosed coronary arteries which reduce blood flow to the myocardium. Severely stenosed arteries can be treated if detected, but the diagnostic procedure to assess fractional flow reserve (FFR), a quantitative measure of stenosis severity, is invasive, burdensome to the patient, and costly. Recent computational approaches estimate the severity of stenoses from simulations of coronary blood flow based on CT imagery. These methods allow for diagnosis to be made noninvasively and using fewer hospital resources; however, the predictions depend on uncertain input data and model parameters due to technical limitations and patient variability. To assess the consequences of boundary condition and input uncertainty on predictions of FFR, we developed a model of coronary blood flow. We performed uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis of the predictions based on uncertainties in boundary conditions, parameters, and geometric measurements. Our results identified three influential sources of uncertainty: geometric data, cardiac output, and coronary resistance during hyperemia. Further, uncertainty about the geometry of the stenosed coronary branch influences estimates much more than other geometrical data. Limitations of medical imaging contribute uncertainty to predictions as vessels below a certain threshold remain unobserved. We assessed the effects of unobserved vessels by comparing predictions based on both high and low resolution data. Moreover, we introduced a novel method that estimates flow distribution while accounting for unobserved vessels. This method improved FFR predictions in the cases considered by 50% on average.
Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) account for more than 17 million deaths each year globally, a number expected to grow to 23.6 million by 2030 [1] . The World Health Organization estimates that coronary artery disease (CAD) caused 7.4 million deaths worldwide (the largest single cause of death) in 2012 [2] . In addition to the social and personal costs of CVDs, the epidemic's economic costs are growing rapidly. In the US, CVDs are projected to triple from 273 billion USD to 818 billion USD from 2010 to 2030 [3] . Coronary artery disease (CAD) leading to myocardial ischemia composes the largest portion of these. CAD describes a buildup of plaques in arterial walls reducing the lumen area of blood vessels, effectively resulting in a narrowing of the blood vessel referred to as a stenosis. The stenosis increases work required to perfuse the myocardial tissue and increases the risk of a clot blocking the artery and leading to an infarction. Given the prevalence and risks of CAD, significant efforts have been made to improve the diagnosis and treatment of this condition by identifying which stenoses are significant and intervening, typically by insertion of vascular stent, to ensure sufficient blood flow through to the myocardium. Diagnosis often occurs only after an individual has noticed the symptoms of CAD-chest pain or in more serious cases heart attack or arrhythmia. Methods to evaluate the significance of a stenosis range from non-invasive imaging based approaches to invasive measurement of blood pressures. If a stenosis is deemed significant, then the patient typically undergoes coronary angioplasty (percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)) to open the artery and, if deemed beneficial, to insert a stent.
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The most widely used method of identifying and assessing stenosis severity considers only the visual appearance of the stenosis imaged through coronary angiography via cardiac catheterization. In 2010 more than 1 million cardiac catheterizations were performed in the US [4] . A more objective but invasive method is based on fractional flow reserve (FFR), which is defined as the ratio of maximal blood flow through the stenosed artery to the maximal blood flow through the same artery if the stenosis were not present. FFR may be estimated as the ratio between the pressure distal and proximal to the stenosis measured invasively via pressure wires [5] . De Bruyne et al. [6] found that FFR was independent of the hemodynamic state of the person showing that the measure may perform across a variety of physiological conditions. Additionally, numerous studies show the diagnostic accuracy of FFR (greater than 90%) and associated benefits of improved treatment outcomes and reduced costs [7] [8] [9] . Despite these benefits, FFR is typically measured only when operators are uncertain about angiography based assessment of the stenosis [10] . Hannawi et al. also found that nearly three-fourths of physicians surveyed use FFR in less than one-third of cases. Many physicians (47%) reported that the procedure was not available at their institutions, while another significant portion (25%) claimed the time required to set up the test discouraged broader usage. Morris et al. [11] note that FFR is measured in less than 10% of individuals who undergo PCI for CAD in the UK and claim many operators believe their own judgment based on image data and noninvasive testing is sufficient despite evidence to the contrary. Failure to employ FFR more broadly likely results in unnecessary PCI for some while significant stenoses go undiagnosed in others.
Methods that estimate FFR noninvasively may improve diagnosis and treatment of CAD by making quantitative evaluation of CAD severity accessible to a wider number of patients and physicians. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) may both improve understanding of CAD and reduce the cost of treatment by providing more accurate physiological information through simulation. Recent efforts show potential to improve diagnosis of CAD [12] by using CFD methods for the estimation of FFR [13, 14] , which may avoid costly, uncomfortable and risky procedures of sedation, catheterization, and induction of hyperemia. CT angiography may identify stenoses and determine the geometry of the coronary vasculature. CFD simulations based on input data consisting of vascular geometry, and blood pressure and cardiac output may predict flow and pressure through the stenosed artery and thus also FFR (This approach is typically referred to as virtual FFR or vFFR).
Despite this tremendous potential, the necessity of appropriate boundary conditions (BC) and input data for CFD analysis remains an obstacle. Further, uncertainties about input data must be addressed to ensure the reliability and robustness of vFFR for clinical decision making.
CFD methods for vFFR typically solve standard equations of fluid mechanics over a domain generated from imaging data with BC based on direct measurements or physiologically motivated models which couple to CFD model. This approach requires input data consisting of geometric measurements, model parameters, and patient specific characteristics for imposition of BC. We investigated the effect of uncertainties about the input data for BC and geometric data for a simplified method of vFFR. This model integrates a detailed network of porcine coronary arteries (down to diameter of approximately 0.1 mm) [15] with a simple stenosis model [16] . To evaluate the influence of uncertainties, we employed polynomial chaos, metamodeling, and Monte Carlo methods in order to estimate the variability of vFFR estimates for assumed uncertainties about the model parameters, inputs and boundary conditions. We first developed a simplified model for coronary blood flow during hyperemia based on Murray's law and a stenosis model proposed by Huo et al. [16] . With this model we employed polynomial chaos quantify the effects of uncertainties in cardiac output, arterial pressure, and the internal model parameters. Subsequently, we used hierarchical modeling and Markov chain Monte Carlo to evaluate the discrepancy between observed geometrical diameters in our data set and the physiological diameters based on Murray's law. We evaluated the sensitivity of vFFR to such uncertain geometric measurements with metamodel based Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis. Finally, we evaluated the consequences of limited image resolution on the estimation of vFFR and developed a novel approach to infer the flow through vessels that do not appear in imaging data used for the prediction of vFFR.
Methods
To investigate the effects input data uncertainty on vFFR we developed a simplified model of coronary blood flow that is amenable to performing uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis, while preserving many of the characteristics of more complex models, i.e. dependence on geometric data and based on similar physical principles. We constructed a model of hyperemic flow in coronary arteries based on Murray's law (2), measurements of coronary artery geometry, cardiac output, arterial blood pressure, rheological parameters and myocardial flow fraction. The model consists of a system of nonlinear equations (9) that determines pressure in the coronary arteries and thus also, vFFR by (10) .
We investigated the effects of uncertainty in clinical measurements and model parameters with polynomial chaos method. The impact of geometric uncertainties is assessed by first estimating the measurement error with a Bayesian Hierarchical modeling approach for the given data set and subsequently by employing a metamodeling approach combining random forest regression and polynomial chaos to estimate sensitivity indices for each arterial segment. Additionally, we assessed the impact of limited image resolution by comparing simulations using the full data set to simulations which include only vessels down to a certain threshold. Additionally, we proposed a new method to account for blood flow to vessels that do not appear in imaging data.
In the following we will first outline the model for estimating vFFR given geometric data and patient data and then detail each component of the model in more detail. Subsequently, we will present the methods of concepts used for UQ and SA. Finally, we will present the details for each analysis conducted.
Coronary blood flow model
We present a hemodynamical model based on the assumption of laminar and steady flow, and boundary conditions based on Murray's law [17] . Bulant et al. [18] recently compared predicted FFR for steady and unsteady 3D simulations and found less than 1% difference. Steady flow also allows the intramyocardial pressure, which varies over the cardiac cycle, to be neglected as its average effects are accounted for in the terminal resistances and assumed geometries.
Based on these assumptions we modeled coronary blood flow as a lumped parameter network of resistors with inflow, q, inlet arterial pressure, p a , and venous pressure, p v , at the outlets. In principle this model could be applied to any set of appropriate geometric measurements of coronary network anatomy, though we consider only a single network topology based on detailed geometrical data from a porcine heart [15] . The resistances are calculated using vessel dimensions and Poiseuille's law. To complete the model, a stenosis submodel based on the work of Huo et al. [16] is inserted into the coronary network, and the vFFR is calculated based on the complete network, boundary conditions, and flow distribution models. The terminal resistances determined for the baseline network are scaled in order to reflect the usage of adenosine to induce hyperemia in patients when evaluating FFR. The following sections describe the geometric data and subsequently expand on each of components of these mathematical models of coronary blood flow.
Geometric data
Kassab et al. [15] made silicone elastomer casts of a porcine coronary network. From these casts they recorded detailed descriptions of the three main branches of the coronary network, i.e. the right coronary artery (RCA), the left coronary artery (LCA), and the circumflex artery (CX). The geometry of each branch is characterized by noting the length l and diameter d of the main trunk between each bifurcation. At each bifurcation the diameters of the outlets are also reported (see Fig. 1B ), thus describing the main coronary branches as a sequence of vessel segments with outlets from the main trunk located at each junction. To explicitly represent this data, we define the set N = (d i , l i , b i ) where i indexes the vessels from the inlet, i = 0, to the terminal segment, i = n s , and b i = (b i1 , . . ., b in i ) is a list of the n i outlet diameters at the junction of segments i and i + 1. Superscript notation, N , denotes the set corresponding to a particular branch of the coronary arteries.
Porcine coronaries are widely used as a biological model of human coronaries and to a large extent the anatomies are similar, as well as the relative size in comparison total body size. Levolas et al. [19] review the similarities and differences of porcine and human hearts and conclude porcine hearts are the most appropriate biological model for cardiovascular research and that the hemodynamics are sufficiently similar for testing and evaluating methods and equipment intended for biomedical applications. The gross size of the heart and coronaries as well as the cardiac output are quite similar to those of humans, thus while not an exact match of hemodynamic patterns the general characteristics and driving factors are quite similar.
Hyperemic blood flow model
To predict FFR from a set of geometric measurements some sort of model, typically based on the underlying hemodynamics, must be employed to predict the pressures and flows in the coronaries. The model consists of a description of the hemodynamics within the domain where data is available and the determination of boundary conditions to describe the flows and or pressures at the inlets and outlets of the network.
First, the boundary conditions of the resting state are determined by assuming the flow to the coronaries is proportional to the cardiac output q co
To determine the boundary conditions at the outlets, we applied Murray's law to determine the flow at each outlet. Murray's law [17] predicts that under resting conditions the flow in a given blood vessel is
where a is a coefficient determined by the relationship between viscous losses and metabolic demands and d is the vessel diameter. Applying this relationship to the outlet diameters and enforcing conservation of mass implies that
and thus the fraction of the q myo that flows through the jth outlet at the junction of segments i and i + 1 is
as the coefficient a cancels (b ij is the diameter of the outlet). Similarly, the flow to a particular coronary branch is
where is one of CX, LAD, or RCA, j denotes the segment index within N , and ij = q ij qmyo is the flow fraction to a specific outlet. Given the flow into a particular branch and the flow leaving at each junction, the flow in a particular segment is
where q i+1 denote the flow from segment i to segment i + 1. These assumptions fully determine the flow through the coronaries. To determine the pressure distribution we assumed that the pressure at root of each coronary branch was simply the systemic arterial pressure p a . Assuming each segment of coronary vasculature is cylindrical and blood flow is laminar and steady, the pressure drop along a particular segment of coronary vasculature is given by Poiseuille's law:
where is the viscosity of the blood, l i is the length of the segment and d i is the diameter of the segment. Eqs. (5)-(7) determine the flows and pressures in the coronary network in resting conditions. The physiological principle behind FFR is to quantify the impact of stenosis as the amount that it impedes maximal physiological flow relative to a healthy vessel. Thus, hyperemic conditions are induced by pharmacologically dilating the coronary microvasculature and decreasing its resistance to flow to measure FFR. To simulate this, we assume the resistance to flow under hyperemia R hyp ij = ˛R ij where R ij is the outlet resistance in resting conditions and ˛ is the total coronary resistance index (TCRI) corresponding to the amount the resistance is decreased during hyperemia. The resistance in resting conditions is calculated by applying Ohm's law
where p v is the venous pressure. As adenosine primarily affects the myocardium, we assume as others have that R sys does not change during induced hyperemia and further that q co is constant [20, 14] . The arterial pressure during hyperemia is p a = q sys R sys , where q sys = q co − q myo , and R sys may be determined from the coronary flow, cardiac output and arterial pressure in resting conditions. Instead of (7), the pressure loss across a stenosed segment is treated as a nonlinear function of flow, stenosis geometry, and rheological parameters of the blood, p i+1 − p i = f(q i , d i , d s , l s , , ), as the simplifications due to assumed laminar and symmetric flow are violated in a stenosis, We employed a stenosis model developed and validated against occlusions of both human carotid and porcine coronary arteries (R 2 = 0.9 and R 2 = 0.7 respectively) by Huo et al. [16] . The function f is presented in detail in the appendix (Section A.1).
The reduced outlet resistances, the relationship between arterial pressure and systemic flow, and the stenosis model complete the model of coronary flow during hyperemia, which imposes a pressure condition at the inlets of the coronaries and resistances at the outlets. The flows and pressures may be determined by satisfying these equations as well as the conservation of mass for each subnetwork N CX , N LAD , and N RCA . The system of equations is thus
This nonlinear system of equations in terms of the flows to each branch of the coronary network and the nodal pressures may be solved using a nonlinear equation solver such as fsolve from the Python library scipy.optimize. In summary given a nominal cardiac output q co , arterial pressure p a , and myocardial flow fraction myo , the outlet resistances may be determined from Eqs. (4)- (8) . Additionally, the systemic resistance is determined by R sys = pa (1− myo)qco . Once these have been calculated the stenosed model (9) is solved for the flows and pressures in each segment from which vFFR is calculated as
where segment i is the stenosed segment.
Generation of simulated CT-imaging based data
The geometry and topology used for vFFR depends on the vessels identified by segmentation of clinical imaging data. Thus, the limits of clinical CT-imaging resolution and vessel segmentation will prevent observation of vessels smaller than some threshold, d th . Consequently, CT-imaging based vFFR will not account for any flow that goes through vessels smaller than this threshold. We simulated CT-angiography data by generating a new network N d th from the cast data consisting of only the outlets b ij larger than a threshold d th . To simulate the prediction vFFR from clinically derived imaging data, the same mathematical model, Eqs. (4)-(8) and (9) was applied using only the data in N d th .
Method to estimate flow to unobserved vessels
As many vessels will not appear in imaging data, a method that compensates for this lack of information is highly desirable. We propose an extension to the model that estimates the amount of blood that "leaks" out of visible vessels through unobserved vessels in imaging data. The leaking blood flow may be accounted for by adding an outlet resistance to each observed vessel such that Murray's law, (3), is satisfied, i.e. q i = ad c i = j ab c ij + q i+1 where b ij is the diameter of the jth outlet at the junction. The additional resistance is added by appending an additional outlet diameter b i,leak to b i such that
which simplifies to
Once all b i,leak are determined, the same procedure as outlined in Section 2.1.2 may be applied to determine the network resistances, pressures and subsequently vFFR (vFFR leak is used to denote a vFFR calculated specifically using the leakage model). Note that the value R i,leak = p i+1 i,leak qmyo represents the equivalent leakage resistance present at the junction between segments i and i + 1.
Summary of models
We have presented a model of coronary blood flow based on physical principles, geometrical data and values for cardiac output, myocardial flow, and arterial pressure. The flow and pressure in the coronary network may be predicted for nominal and hyperemic conditions. These predictions also directly estimate vFFR. We have proposed method to simulate limited clinically derived geometric data, as well as a method that could be employed to infer the presence of vessels which do not appear in the explicit geometric data.
We will now present a number of methods for analysis of the effects of uncertainty in the input data. First we will introduce the basic concepts of uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis. Subsequently, we will describe the specific methods we employ in this study.
Uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis
We performed uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis (UQSA) of the coronary blood flow model using polynomial chaos, metamodeling and Monte Carlo algorithms. An overview of the primary concepts of UQSA may be found in the recent review by Eck et al. [21] . For cases with fewer than 10 input parameters we used polynomial chaos. When considering more input parameters, we employed Monte Carlo methods and further metamodeling in order to efficiently evaluate the sensitivity of the model. The characterization of input uncertainty is a key part of performing UQSA. Where possible we refer to known characterizations of measurement uncertainty, population variability, and reported ranges of model parameters to characterize the range of input parameters. In some cases inference of model parameters and associated uncertainties is performed based on the network data using hierarchical modeling. Detailed descriptions of the exact methods used and the statistical model for parameter estimation are reported in the subsequent sections.
As the specific methods are covered in detail in the referenced work, we present only the basic concepts and notation. The sources of uncertainty include measurement error, intrinsic biological variability, and assuming population or average values for unmeasured parameters. The model is treated as function of these inputs, Z, which yields an output of interest Y. In this paper, the model output is Y = vFFR, while the model parameters and geometry data are the model inputs. A schematic diagram of the flow of data in uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis is given in Fig. 2 . To conduct UQSA, first determine the probability distribution of Z to reflect the uncertainties, then calculate the distribution of Y by propagating Z through the model. The uncertainty of Y is characterized by its variance and associated tolerance intervals, Y˛/ 2 , Y 1−˛/2 , containing to (1 − ˛) × 100 percent of the probability density. Further the variance of Y is partitioned to calculate Sobol sensitivity indices S i and S Ti which quantify the amount of variance due to the ith component of Z [22, 23] . S i is the first order sensitivity index and quantifies the direct influence of Z i while, S Ti is the total sensitivity index which includes the average impact of Z i including its interactions with other sources of uncertainty.
Polynomial chaos
Polynomial chaos expansions approximate a function of stochastic variables as a sum of multivariate basis polynomials orthogonal with respect to the joint probability distribution of the input variables [24] . Orthogonality enables more efficient calculation of uncertainty and sensitivity measures of the function in comparison to Monte Carlo methods for sufficiently low numbers of inputs. For an overview of UQSA methods and polynomial chaos expansions, we refer the reader to the recent paper on the UQSA for cardiovascular models [21] . We used the Python toolbox chaospy developed by Feinberg and Langtangen to perform polynomial chaos [25] .
Metamodel assisted Monte Carlo
For cases where a large number of model inputs vary independently it is no longer computationally efficient to use polynomial chaos as the number of terms -and thus model evaluationsgrows rapidly with the number of inputs according to the binomial
where D is the number of inputs and p is the polynomial order. Further, Monte Carlo methods may require a prohibitive amount of simulations before converging to accurate estimates of sensitivity indices. UQSA of models with large numbers of inputs thus requires alternative methods. One approach is to approximate the model with a more efficient metamodel and to perform sensitivity analysis on this metamodel as a proxy for the full model. To estimate the uncertainty of vFFR due to uncertainties in individual diameters, we first created a metamodel of the full model using random forest regression [26] and subsequently estimated sensitivity indices of the outlet diameters by Monte Carlo methods applied to the metamodel [27, 28] . A random forest metamodel provides a very efficient way to evaluate the large number of samples required for high dimensional Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis. With minimal tuning of the fitting procedure, random forest regression also tends to achieve a good accuracy while avoiding overfitting [29] . Similar approaches for sensitivity analysis using metamodeling and Monte Carol estimation proved to agree qualitatively in terms of sensitivity indices [30, 31] .
A regression tree consists of a sequence of binary rules where the first branch is selected if z > z c and the second otherwise. For each stage select the variable z i and cutoff z c such that the values > = 1 N>
where || · || can be an arbitrary error metric. < and > need not be simply the average either. The rules for each of the daughter branches are generated in the same way, but using only the data corresponding to each branch. This is continued down to a certain number of generations or until a certain error threshold is achieved for each leaf, i.e. a branch with no children, of the tree.
Random forest regression averages, N f , regression trees created using different randomly selected subsets of the input parameters, e.g. only the values of z 1 , z 3 , and z 6 for one tree and z 1 , z 4 , z 5 , and z 6 for another. Further, each tree is fit only to a random subsample of the data. The prediction is then the average of all of the individual predictions the N f regression trees.
Parameter estimation and input uncertainty quantification
So far we have presented uncertainty quantification from the perspective of error propagation, yet the characterization of the uncertainty about the data and parameters is also important. In this study we employ Bayesian hierarchical modeling to estimate the uncertainty about the measured radii and Murray's exponent, c. In this approach, the data are assumed to follow a certain distribution conditioned on the values of the model input parameters, e.g. independent normally distributed values with mean value corresponding to the model
where y i denotes the ith data point, m the model, i the model parameters' values for the ith data, and e the error standard deviation. The relationship between parameters is described through a hierarchy of conditional distributions, e.g. | ∼D , where D represents a hypothesized distribution of the parameter conditional on . The number of levels can be chosen to accommodate the hypothesized relationships between the variables and parameters. For a more detailed description of Bayesian Hierarchical modeling, we refer the reader to Gelman et al. [32] . Given the hierarchy the distribution of the model parameters given the data is estimated based on Bayes' theorem p(, e | y) = p(, e , y)
The hierarchical approach provides a conceptually simple way to build up p(y | , e )p(, e ) as p(y | , e ) is determined by (13) 
where Â and e denote the regions where and e have nonzero probability density. Direct evaluation of (14) requires calculation of this (potentially) high dimensional integral. Further, calculating the The direct evaluation of (15) may be avoided by sampling the posterior distribution and calculating the corresponding sample statistics. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods allow sampling the unknown posterior density by produce a chain of samples based on the likelihood function, p(y | , e )p(, e ). The details of this process and a specific implementation are presented by Salvatier et al. [33] who developed the Python toolbox PYMC3 for performing MCMC.
Analyses
We applied the aforementioned methods of uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis to the vFFR model for three specific analyses. First, we considered the impact of input data uncertainty in the absence of geometric uncertainty. Second, we employed MCMC to quantify the uncertainty about the geometric data and the parameter c in Murray's law, and then performed uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis of vFFR given geometric uncertainties based on the estimated parameters. Finally, we assessed the performance of the model for limited image resolution data and evaluated the performance of our newly proposed missing vessel correction method. Each analysis is presented in detail in the following sections.
Impact of non-geometric input uncertainties
To account for uncertainties about the model parameters and input values, we performed UQSA via the polynomial chaos approach. Using the whole coronary network model (see Section 2.1.2), we first considered the effects of parametric uncertainty on vFFR for a 75% area stenosis 1 mm long to replace segment 10 of the LAD, the entrance length was taken to be the length of the segment.
The values of the arterial pressure, cardiac output, myocardial flow split, TCRI, and hematocrit, which determines density and viscosity, were treated as uncertain inputs. We used Hammersley sampling to generate twice as many samples (924) as coefficients for a 5th order polynomial approximation in 6 input variables and estimated the coefficients using regression. Hammersley sampling was used due to its nested nature which is convenient for assessing convergence. The polynomial order was chosen such that we found the estimates of sensitivity indices were less than 1% different between successive orders. The primary quantities of interest were a 95% prediction interval for vFFR, and the sensitivity indices of vFFR for each input parameter. These were calculated from the polynomial chaos expansion.
We applied UQSA to understand the consequences of variability in input parameters and boundary conditions on the prediction of vFFR in clinical settings. To this end, we attempted to characterize the variation of these inputs according to clinical measurement modalities, and assumed a normal patient aside from the presence of the stenosis for characterizing the variability of unmeasured parameters. In the following section, we present the basis for the assumed input uncertainties summarized in Table 1 . Input dis-tributions were characterized as either normal random variables when mean and standard deviation were given and as uniform random variables over the plausible range otherwise.
Arterial pressure. The sphygmomanometer is the current clinical standard for noninvasive blood pressure measurement. This method was found to have standard deviations of 3.3 mmHg and 5.5 mmHg in systolic and diastolic pressure measurement respectively [34] . The mean pressure is further approximated using the widely used formula p a = 2 3 p d + 1 3 p s [35] , which, assuming perfect positive correlation between systolic and diastolic measurements has standard deviation 4.77 mmHg. We model the measurement of mean pressure as normal random variable with mean 93 mmHg and standard deviation 4.77 mmHg.
Cardiac output. The gold standard measurement of cardiac output requires invasive catheterization [36, 37] ; however, noninvasive methods derived from ultrasound show good agreement with invasive measurements [38] . Studies comparing ultrasound measurements to the pulmonary artery catheterization thermal dilution method have found the difference in measurements had a standard deviation of between 0.82 L/min and 1 L/min with mean biases were between 0.03 L/min and 0.18 L/min [39, 40] . Based on these studies the clinical measurement of cardiac output was represented as normally distributed with a mean of 6 L/min a standard deviation of 1 L/min.
Myocardial flow fraction. Ideally the flow to the myocardium could be measured directly as recent studies have shown promise towards this end [41] ; however, most of these methods require both dye injection and catheterization to accurately measure the volumetric flow. Thus, we assume the flow to the coronary arteries is a fraction of cardiac output, myo , which is between 4% to 5% on average [42] .
Blood characteristics. The density and viscosity of blood are important parameters in describing the mechanics of blood flow and both depend on hematocrit levels, H. Sankaran et al. [43] describe this using the relationship = p (1−H) 2.5 and note that a population average hematocrit of 0.45 with a standard deviation of 0.08. Blood density depends on hematocrit according to = e H + (1 − H) p , where the plasma density, p , is 1018 kg/m −3 and density of erythrocytes, e , is 1085 kg/m −3 [44] . We model and according to these relationships and hematocrit as a normal random variable with the aforementioned mean and standard deviation.
Estimation of geometric uncertainty and its associated effect on vFFR
Given the available data it is of interest to estimate what values of the exponent c are plausible. Additionally, the small size of many arteries as well as the high pressure injection process used to producing a cast of the coronary arteries [15, 45] could lead to discrepancies between the measured diameters and the physiological diameters. We employed Bayesian hierarchical modeling to formulate a statistical model that can account for uncertainty about both c and the true physiological diameters and estimate posterior probability distributions of c and the geometric uncertainty given the measured data using a Markov chain Monte Carlo method.
The measured diameters d i were assumed to relate to the physiological diametersd i as
where E i are independently and identically distributed normal random variables with mean 0 and standard deviation e representing a proportional error of d i relative tod i . The likelihood of d i given the physiological diameterd i and e is simply a normal distribution with mean i =d i and standard deviation i = e · i . Murray's law (3) implies that for physiological diametersd i = ns j=i
where i indicates the inlet segment to a subnetwork N i consisting of the segments distal to and including segment i in branch . Thus, the conditional distribution of d i given the errors of the outlets, E jk , and the Murray exponent, c, was specified for each subnetwork, N i .
To complete the hierarchical model, we assumed uniform prior distributions for e and c as little prior knowledge about the physiological diameters was available. The errors were assumed to be less than 50% for e . For c the interval was (2, 4) corresponding to the range of values proposed in the literature. (We considered wider priors for c and e , but it did not change the final inferences significantly.) Thus, the complete hierarchical model is
To estimate the posterior distributions of e and c given the measured diameters we performed a Markov chain Monte Carol simulation as described in Section 2.5.3 with the Python toolbox PYMC3 [33] . The chain was run for one million steps and the posterior distributions for the average value of e and c were characterized numerically from the Markov chain.
Impact of geometric input uncertainties
Due to the evidence of geometric uncertainty about the measured diameters inferred from the analysis of Murray's law presented in the previous section (Section 2.5.3), we considered the effect this uncertainty would have on vFFR. To assess the effects of these diametric uncertainties, we analyzed the same 75% area stenosis case as the previous analysis. A 1 mm long stenosis replaced segment 10 of the LAD. The pre-stenotic length was taken to be the length of the segment. The values of the outlet diameters were assumed to follow
where E ij are independently and identically distributed normal random variables with mean zero and standard deviation based on the mean of e (0.073) from the Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis.
To construct the metamodel, we evaluated vFFR with the coronary model presented in Section 2.1.2 for 5000 different samples of the outlet diameters determined by Latin Hypercube sampling over the joint distribution of outlet diameters. (Latin hypercube sampling was chosen as it remains a Latin Hypercube sample as parameter dimensions are eliminated, i.e. well suited for each tree in the random forest.) We then fitted a random forest regression model to the values generated at these sample points with Random-ForestRegressor from the Python package scikit-learn using the default parameters. The number of subtrees, 100, was selected to ensure sufficient accuracy of the meta-model such that the average out-of-bag error was less than 0.01 and the maximum absolute error was less than 0.02.
To estimate the sensitivity to particular outlet diameters, we computed the vFFR via the random forest to determine sensitivity indices of vFFR to each outlet based on the Monte Carlo algorithms proposed by Saltelli (for S i ) and Sobol (for S T ) with sample matrices A and B of 50,000 samples such that a difference of less than 10 −3 was achieved between S T for successive samples of 10,000 [46] . As a test of this approach, we compared polynomial chaos and the meta model approach on a small problem of only 6 inputs, such that PC was feasible, and found good agreement between the two approaches.
Analysis of the impacts of limited resolution imaging
Clinical assessment of coronary arteries is limited by the resolution of imaging modalities as well as the process of segmenting and identifying vessels from images. CT angiography can resolve objects around 0.5 mm in optimal conditions, but the resolution may be reduced to compensate for noise and in clinical settings is closer to 1 mm [47, 48] . The process of segmentation requires good quality images over the length of the vessel and thus in most studies the vessels analyzed are typically larger that 1.5 mm [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] .
To characterize the impact vessel resolution may have on vFFR, we employed the procedure outlined in Section 2.2 to simulate clinical imaging of the coronary network from which the cast data was obtained. As the impact of image resolution likely depends on the location of the stenosed segment, we evaluated vFFR from the imaging based network N d th for each possible location of a 75% area stenosis 1 mm long. The error due to the limited resolution was quantified by
where vFFR(N, , i) indicates the predicted value of vFFR given the network data N with a stenosis located in segment i of branch and N s = 94 is the total number of segments in all branches. As the threshold diameter for observed vessels is not an exact value, this error was calculated at various values of d th from 0 mm to 2 mm to provide a more complete picture of the potential impact image resolution could have on predicted vFFR. Just as the impacts of unobserved vessels were quantified by (19) , the performance of the proposed leakage model, see Section 2.3, at a given visibility threshold was assessed in the same manner by comparing vFFR leak (N d th ) and vFFR(N) for all possible stenosis locations of a 75% area stenosis 1 mm long.
Summary of methods
In summary we have presented a model of hyperemic flow in the coronary arteries based on Murray's law (2) , measurements of coronary artery geometry, cardiac output, arterial blood pressure, rheological parameters and myocardial flow fraction. Our model consists of a system of nonlinear equations (9) which when solved for the nodal pressures may be used to calculate vFFR by (10) . We then presented two methods for propagating uncertainty through this model. The polynomial chaos approach was applied to quantify uncertainty and sensitivity when assuming geometrical data was highly accurate. An approach using random forest regression to generate a metamodel was presented for quantification of uncertainty and sensitivity indices when assuming uncertainty about all outlet diameters. This approach is more suitable than polynomial chaos due to the large number of input parameters when considering 114 outlets. We also present a hierarchical model (17) to estimate the variability of the Murray coefficient c and the physiological diameters when assuming that Murray's law accurately represents the true physiology. We further presented a method for simulating the consequences of reduced image resolution by removing geometrical data below a certain threshold, as well as a method that corrects for missing geometrical data by estimating a leakage flow at each junction to account for flow through invisible vessels.
Results
We applied the methods presented in the previous section to perform three analyses of the consequences of uncertainties in data required for computing vFFR. First, we investigated the case where only the internal model parameters and inlet boundary conditions were treated as uncertain. Second, we simulated the consequences of low resolution imaging by comparing the vFFR model (Section 2.1.2) for full geometric data to the case where only geometric data corresponding to diameters larger than a threshold d th which varied from 0 mm to 2 mm. Finally, we considered uncertainty about the geometry itself by evaluating the sensitivity of vFFR to errors in measurement of outlet diameters performed hierarchical modeling to estimate the discrepancy between measured diameters and physiological diameters based on Murray's law. The results of each of these investigations are presented in the following section.
Simple stenosis model
The uncertainty quantification of vFFR for a single stenosis in the LAD considered the cardiac output (q co ), aortic pressure (p a ), myocardial flow fraction ( myo ), Murray's law exponent (c), hyperemic resistance coefficient (˛), and hematocrit (H) as sources of uncertainty. These were based on the range of values reported in the literature reviewed in the methods section and summarized in Table 1 . The resulting estimate of vFFR had mean 0.78 and 95% prediction interval of (0.59, 0.90), note the threshold for clinical significance of 0.75. Fig. 3 shows first order and total Sobol sensi- tivity indices calculated from the polynomial expansion of which the measurements of cardiac output (q co ) and the estimate of TCRI (˛) were the largest sources of uncertainty. Interesting is the fact that arterial pressure and the Murray's law coefficient c contribute almost no uncertainty, suggesting that the exact value of the Murray's law coefficient is not so important in determining vFFR.
Estimation of variability based on Murray's law
Since Murray's law provides the basis of determining outflows for the simulation of blood flow through the coronary vasculature, it is of interest to evaluate the accuracy of this principle with respect to the geometric data, and in particular to estimate the best fit of the exponent c, as well as to quantify the uncertainty about this estimate. We employed Markov Chain Monte Carlo to perform Bayesian parameter estimation for the hierarchical model of Murray's law and diameter uncertainty (see (17) and Section 2.5.3). Fig. 4 shows the resulting posterior distributions where c has mean 2.47 and standard deviation 0.040, and e has mean 0.073 and standard deviation 0.005. These results suggest that differences between physiological diameters and measured diameters are somewhat uncertain, whereas the exponent value of c is fairly certain (standard deviation of less than 2% of the mean value) given this data.
Uncertainty quantification and Sensitivity Analysis given uncertain radii
To evaluate the impact of geometric measurement errors, we performed metamodel based sensitivity analysis for an LAD stenosis subject to uncertain measurements of outlet diameters. The sensitivity of vFFR to each outlet is shown in Fig. 5 , where all sensitivities have been grouped into five bins according to sensitivity from very low sensitivity (the lowest 20%) to very high (the highest 20%). The absolute sensitivities are also shown in Fig. 6 with respect to the diameter of the outlet and position relative to the stenosis in the LAD. The larger the artery the more influential it is on the prediction of vFFR, while it also seems the relationship between diameter and sensitivity is steeper for vessels in the same coronary branch as the stenosis. Finally, the vessels distal to the stenosis were on average also markedly more influential on vFFR than those proximal.
Effect of unobserved vessels due to limited resolution
The impact of imaging limitations of clinical imaging was assessed by simulating reduced resolution data as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.6.4. For a visibility threshold of d th = 1.5 mm and Fig. 5 . Coronary tree with a stenosis in the upper LAD and outlets grouped after the relative importance according to the total Sobol indices calculated using a metamodel and Monte Carlo estimation. Each circle indicates an outlet of the network, and the larger and darker the circle indicate vFFR is more sensitive to uncertainty in the diameter of that particular outlet. The smallest circles indicate the sensitivity to those outlets was among the bottom 20% of all outlets, the largest circles indicates those outlets ranked in the top 20% of outlets. The sizes in between thus correspond to vessels falling between the 20th and 40th, the 40th and 60th, and the 60th and 80th percentiles respectively. stenoses of 75% area, the RMSE (19) was 0.131. The RMSE was further characterized over a range of d th as shown in Fig. 7 .
The leakage model to account for unobserved outlets (see Section 2.3) was assessed on the same cases simulating clinical imaging data. The RMSE of vFFR leak calculated with this correction for d th = 1.5 mm was 0.067. The RMSE was also calculated over a range of values of d th as shown in Fig. 7 .
In this analysis the vFFR values predicted by vFFR(N d th ) and vFFR leak (N d th ) were compared to the reference case vFFR(N). The 1.5 mm threshold is motivated by clinical limitations, but it is not a precise cutoff below which no vessels are observed. Consequently, the dependence of the error in vFFR on the exact value of the threshold is of interest. To address this, the same analysis was applied at numerous values of d th from 0 mm to 2 mm, corresponding to full visibility and no outlets visible, respectively. The resulting RMSE of vFFR(N d th ) and vFFR leak (N d th ) are shown in Fig. 7 . Further the difference between the conventional approach and the corrective, leaky vessel approach was characterized on a per vessel basis by comparing the error of the two approaches for stenoses located in each particular vessel (see Fig. 8 ).
Discussion
This study considered three categories of uncertainties relevant to simulations of coronary blood flow: parametric uncertainty in boundary conditions, geometric uncertainty of blood vessels in the domain, and topological uncertainty due to limited imaging reso-lution. The focus of this analysis was to quantify how uncertainties about the inflows and outflows of the whole network as well as the uncertainties about underlying hemodynamical parameters may affect the prediction of vFFR in general. As such, we performed sensitivity analysis on a simplified model of coronary blood flow that allowed a large number of simulations to be performed, while also retaining dependence on similar input data and assumptions as more sophisticated models. Some other studies of uncertainty quantification of vFFR have been performed by Sankaran et al. [43] and Eck et al. [21] . These studies have consistently found the crosssection of the stenosis as the most important parameter as opposed to rheological parameters or stenosis length. Sankaran et al [43] also considered uncertainty about the outlet resistance and found it to have similar though slightly smaller influence on vFFR in comparison to the cross-section of the stenosis; however, they did not account for uncertainties in the inflow boundary condition. As previous studies primarily focused on the characterization of the stenosis itself, and less on the determination of boundary conditions for prediction of vFFR, our results contribute a missing piece of analysis to the field.
The uncertainties of boundary model parameters were based on state of the art clinical measurement modalities where applicable, and literature survey of population and study-to-study variability otherwise. Subject to these uncertainties the model's predictions of vFFR had significant uncertainties and were unable to confidently determine if the 75% area reduction is clinically significant according to the cutoff value of 0.75 identified by the study of Tonino et al. [7] as the model's 95% prediction interval spanned from 0.59 to 0.90. Sensitivity analysis of this case indicated that the measurement of cardiac output, which determines myocardial inflow, and the degree of hyperemia induced influenced vFFR to the greatest extent of the all parameters considered in our analysis of boundary condition parameter uncertainty (see Fig. 3 ). Since the sensitivity of vFFR to the myocardial flow was quite large, it would be advantageous to improve determination of the total inflow to the myocardium, and if possible to better characterize the determinants of adenosine's efficacy at inducing hyperemia. Perhaps improved imaging modalities such as PET-MRI will become clinically feasible in the future [59] , allowing direct measurement of coronary blood flow; however, they are currently not widely used due to the increased radiation exposure and expense. Basic investigation of myocardial response to adenosine could elucidate procedures to better characterize individual patient's coronary vasodilation.
The value of vFFR predicted was much less sensitive to underlying rheological parameters or the exponent c from Murray's law, even though this exponent is quite varied in the literature. Since the sensitivity of vFFR to these parameters is quite low, efforts for improving the confidence of vFFR should not focus on characterizing these physical model parameters more accurately, rather the focus should be on providing accurate inflow conditions and determining the peripheral vasculature's response to induced hyperemia.
Our analysis of the fit of Murray's law to the geometric data for the porcine artery suggested that the mismatch between Murray's law and the reported geometry may be explained by errors in measurement of the diameters of vessels, while the uncertainty about the estimated exponent c is quite low relative to the range of values found in the literature. The mean value of 2.47 lies within, but on the lower end of, the range reported by various previous analyses [17, [60] [61] [62] [63] .
However, as our analysis shows c only influences vFFR marginally (see Fig. 3 ), the more interesting results is that Murray's law suggests discrepancy between the observed values of vessel diameters and the values in physiological conditions. The discrepancy may be due to deviations from physiological conditions induced by the creation of the elastomer cast as noted by Suwa et al. [45] , or simply due to measurement errors. In any case the findings above emphasize the importance of accurate measurement of the cross-sectional diameter of the vasculature as this can greatly influence the flow predicted through a given vessel.
Given the likely uncertainty in outlet diameters evaluation of our sensitivity analysis of vFFR to such measurements is particularly relevant. This analysis of vFFR with respect to outlet diameters shows two trends. First uncertainty in larger vessels is more influential relative to smaller vessels (see Fig. 6 ). Second the influence of vessels distal to the stenosis are markedly more influential than vessels of similar diameter proximal to the stenosis or in other branches of the network. These results emphasize the importance of identifying and segmenting larger vessels accurately, and that measurement and characterization of the vasculature distal to the stenosis seems to be of far greater importance than characterizing the proximal vasculature or the vasculature in other branches of the coronary network.
Analysis of geometric uncertainty naturally leads to consideration of different layers of uncertainty in geometric data, i.e. physical limitations of imaging, segmentation processing, and smoothing of computational domains. Identifying how much uncertainty each layer contributes would be a valuable contribution, albeit difficult. This is particularly true regarding image segmentation and genera-tion of computational domains, as there are not generally absolute measurements available for estimation of the error. To our knowledge no studies have been conducted that systematically determine the contributions of each of these stages of image processing for computational simulations. Some studies have used interobserver variability as a metric for comparing performance of automated algorithms [64] , and Bulant et al. [18] compared the vFFR resulting from CT and IVUS data in the same patients. They found the results were quite similar for both imaging modalities suggesting that uncertainties due to physical limitations of imaging modalities are not drastically affecting the resulting simulations.
Since the resolution of clinical imaging of coronary vasculature is limited, clinically reliable methods of estimating vFFR must account for the effect of this threshold to ensure the estimates are robust to variations in image quality. Imaging modalities and subsequent processing, such as segmentation, are encumbered by limitations of the level of detail that may be resolved. Thus, many vessels below a certain diameter will not be represented in the simulations. To evaluate the effect of this limitation, we compared the results of our estimation of vFFR using the high resolution data from the elastomer cast to the predicted vFFR based on lower resolution data consisting of only vessels of diameter larger than a threshold d th between 0 mm and 2 mm (see Fig. 7 ). The results demonstrate that lack of detailed diameter observations results in an RMSE that substantially increases for d th > 1 mm and attains a value of 0.131 if d th = 1.5 mm, a clinically relevant cutoff value. These results suggest that the impacts of unobserved outlets may be substantial for models that distribute flow according to observed outlets and efforts should be made to mitigate the impact.
We proposed one such method (see Section 2.3) which applies the principle of Murray's Law (3) to account for invisible vessels. Our method estimates an expected leakage flow based on the disagreement between the imaged vessels and Murray's law (12) . We applied our method to the same cases considered for evaluating the effects of limited resolution. The RMSE of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 7 at various values of d th between 0 mm and 2 mm. The corrective method performs markedly better if d th is somewhat larger than 1 mm. For d th = 1.5 mm the RMSE was 0.067 or 48% lower than for the uncorrected approach. Comparing the conventional and corrective approach on a per vessel basis shows an increased benefit of the leaky vessel approach for stenoses located in the distal regions of the coronary vasculature (see Fig. 8 ). This pattern could allow some stratification of when the corrective approach should be used as opposed to relying on uncorrected data.
While modern clinical CT can theoretically resolve objects as small as 0.5 mm in practice clinical imaging will only resolve vessels larger than 1 mm, and in some situations a coarser resolution is recommended to reduce image noise [48] . Further, segmentation of blood vessels requires a more consistent image than mere observation, so in practice most CT based assessment of coronary arteries considers only vessels with reference diameters larger than about 1.5 mm [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . Therefore, in the context of noninvasive CT based vFFR, many vessels below 1.5 mm will not be segmented, and 1.5 mm can be treated as a clinical threshold for comparing the performance of vFFR methods.
Notably, the leaky vessel method is more stable over the range of visibility thresholds (see Fig. 7 ), whereas the conventional approach becomes worse as visibility degrades. This stability could be preferable even if the conventional approach is at times more accurate. Further, the leaky vessel model can be considered to not only account for missing vessels but also to correct for inaccurately dimensioned vessels and thus provide stability in the presence of uncertainties in clinical imaging and segmentation.
Further, as the essence of our method is the application of a simple physical principle to infer missing data, it is reasonable to investigate if such an approach may be applicable to a wide number of problems where underlying physical principles may be known, but measurement methods limit the resolution of certain details required for accurate modeling and simulation. This method is quite simple compared to some similar methods such as suggested by He and Xiu for model correction based on physical constraints [65] , thus further development might result in more accurate and reliable means to account for missing information.
Conclusion
We analyzed the impacts of boundary condition, geometric and topological uncertainties on computational estimation of vFFR to quantify the uncertainty present given current clinical measurement modalities, and to further identify areas for focused effort to reduce that uncertainty. The results suggest two critical sources of variability in boundary conditions are the assumed flow into the coronary network, and the estimated reduction in resistance due to adenosine induced hyperemia. One focus to enable vFFR in the clinic would emphasize accurate determination of coronary blood flow. Another is to improve methods to predict patient specific hyperemic response, which could significantly reduce uncertainty in vFFR.
Sensitivity of vFFR to uncertainties in outlet diameters showed two patterns relevant to the management of geometric uncertainty for vFFR. First, the larger vessels are more influential, and second, vessels distal to the stenosis are much more influential than those proximal or in other branches than the stenosis. Thus, it may be more important to accurately assess the large vessels and local geometry around the stenosis than it is to improve the geometric measurements of the whole network. This focus could alleviate costs associated with processing or reprocessing the data, as well as potentially reducing the necessary computation domain.
Finally, we considered the impact of limitations on clinical imaging of coronary arteries and found vFFR estimates for limited resolution data deviated substantially from vFFR estimates using the full cast data. This suggests that the vessels missing from clinical images may be of some importance to accurately and consistently predicting FFR. To this end we encourage further development of methods to compensate for limited image resolution. One such approach, exemplified by our proposed method, is to use physically based physiological models to infer missing information. The results we found suggest this may be a promising approach for simulation of patient specific physiology from limited patient data, which in turn could enable improved clinical practice based on physiological simulation.
Appendix A

A.1 Huo et al. model of a stenosis
The model of Huo et al. [16] predicts a pressure drop p:
where p c , p d , p e and p v represent the convective, diffusive, expansion and viscous pressures losses. The convective contribution is given by:
The diffusive and expansion pressures losses depend on the length of the stenosis (l s ). A dimensionless radius r is introduced for the entrance region of the stenosis: l s = q 
where l v = l p + l s + l d , and l p and l d are the lengths of vessel proximal and distal to the stenosis and l s is the stenosed length. The expansion pressure drop is given by:
On the other hand, if r < 0.05, the entrance length is first calculated as: 
The expansion pressure drop is given by:
The viscous pressure loss is given by 
